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Acute oncology (AO) services have been operating in the UK
since 2010, after it was highlighted that cancer patients faced
unclear and inappropriate care pathways when presenting in
emergency departments1. AO seeks to optimise care for these
patients, with specific remits to reduce length of stay, avoid
unnecessary admissions and improve patient experience for
patients presenting as emergencies with complications of
treatment, complications of disease or a new cancer diagnosis2.

The AO service specification requires that each service team
records detailed monitoring data at the level of individual
AO ‘episodes’, with data submitted quarterly to the Northern
Ireland Cancer Network (NICaN).

In Northern Ireland, a regional AO steering group was
established in 2011 and the roll-out of AO across Northern
Ireland commenced in 2013, with services operational across
all five Health and Social Care (HSC) Trusts by March 2016.

•	Describing the day-to-day activities of AO teams;
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Methods

Anonymised AO monitoring datasets spanning October
2016-March 20183 were provided by NICaN to Macmillan
Cancer Support. After combining the data for all HSC Trusts
and all quarters in a single dataset, the data were checked and
cleaned. Descriptive statistics were run on the data and, where
appropriate, data were benchmarked against official statistics on
the wider cancer population in Northern Ireland.

Analysing this data can go some way towards:
•	Profiling AO patients, who have previously been difficult to
track and poorly understood as a group;

Output statistics cover the clinical profile of patients who present
to AO in Northern Ireland, the typical timeline of a patient’s
transition through an AO service, the day-to-day activities of AO
teams and the outcomes to which AO services contribute.

•	Quantifying the outcomes to which AO services contribute.
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Between October 2016 and March 2018, AO
service teams in Northern Ireland dealt with:

Timeline of an average AO episode (N=2,534)

The five most common interventions delivered
during AO episodes were:
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1. Medication review/recommendation (65%)
2.	Liaison with site-specific oncology team (62%)
3.	Psychosocial support/counselling (46%)
4.	Liaison with/referral to other disciplines (40%)
5.	Holistic Needs Assessment (38%)
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Over 70% of episodes involved liaison with other
teams or disciplines.
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Conclusions

Users of AO services have historically been difficult to identify
and track. The work presented here improves understanding of
AO patient characteristics and should be of use in developing
new – and improving existing – AO services, to ensure they
address the high levels of need within this patient group.
Insights into the day-to-day activities of AO service teams are
also of value. In particular, the analysis clarifies the timeline
of a typical AO episode and highlights the importance
of collaborative working in AO, through liaison with other
healthcare professionals.
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We also demonstrate the impact that a regional AO service
can have by reducing the time taken for people presenting
as emergencies to be identified as cancer patients and to be
seen by cancer specialists. Through this, AO services help
to ensure that people are not in hospital for any longer than
necessary and that person-centred care is optimised.
The regional AO service in Northern Ireland shows strong
compliance with several of the NHSE Chemotherapy Clinical
Reference Group guidelines on AO2 (e.g. time from referral
until AO review, length of stay). However, the analysis also
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management of
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highlights some areas for improvement, namely:
•	Reducing the time between patients presenting and being
referred to AO;
•	More consistent collection of monitoring data, particularly
around phone consultations and treatment of patients with
neutropenic sepsis.
A greater focus on collecting feedback from AO service users
would also be beneficial, to better understand their experiences
and to use these patient insights to improve AO services.
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